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Pune Well-known television anchor Vinod Dua slammed TV news channels for the way they report news and called them “low-cost entertainment reality shows”.

Dua, who is in town to savour Pune’s culinary delight for his TV show, was interacting with University of Pune students and journalists at Patrakar Bhavan here on
Wednesday.

Citing the example of the recent \"floods\" in New Delhi, Dua said some of the channels sounded capital\'s doom, not once but many times over. \"Delhi is drowning,
Delhi is gone, pack your bags and leave... The unnecessary fear psychosis created among the people by these channels was simply ridiculous. In the name of news,
the channels are producing to nothing but low-cost entertainment reality shows,\" Dua said.

He said the so-called floods in Delhi was the prime example of how low the electronic media was stooping. \"But there have been several instances like when an image
of Lord Hanuman appeared in a tomato or when Prince had fallen in a hole. Hours are spent in covering such news which I liken it to entertainment magazines and not
news,\" he said.Decrying the tendency among the channels to call themselves \"news channels,\" Dua said some of the magazines like \"Playboy\" and \"Debonair\"
never claim that they were into news. \"They mainly restrict themselves to producing what they are best at. That is being straightforward. But some channels despite
remaining far away from news, call themselves news channels. They should stop such pretensions,\" he said. He said the job of news should be in the hands of experts
only. \"If Harsha Bhogle who gives brilliant commentary starts playing cricket too, then there will be a problem,\" he said.

Dua also objected to the use of language on the electronic media. \"The way the language is spoken on national electronic media hurts badly. They are out there giving
local tinge to a national language,\" he said.

Dua, who was roped in by the Patrakar Sangh to speak on \"Journalism...yesterday, today and tomorrow,\" said he worked in Doordarshan era which was quite different
from today\'s 24 X 7 news channel era. \"Both had its charm. Today, I have to take instructions from youngsters who are in their early 20s. They all bring their own
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perspectives. Veterans like me are reduced to being mere guides,\" he said.
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